HELP GUIDE
STORY 1:
THE HOODED FIGURE

WARNING:

STORY 1 SPOILER ALERT
Hello and welcome to the Mystery Adventure Club for parents
and guardians! This is a cheat sheet, designed to make your lives
easier if your child comes to you for help with one of our clues.
This help guide will go through each clue and provide you with the
solutions for solving it, as well as helpful hints you can give your
mini-detectives if they’re stuck.
If you have any pressing questions, comments or concerns, you
can reach us at support@mysteryadventureclub.ca
Let’s dive in! Like Leroy Jenkins says in his clue notebook, each
clue should remove a suspect from the list until it is narrowed
down to one person. Once only one suspect is left, go to
www.mysteryadventureclub.ca/solve to see if you caught the
right guy.
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Name:
Rodolfo L. Boss

Clue 1:

A Key and Note

Hint: There is a reason
there are outlines of keys
near each letter group; that
must be what you need to
solve the scrambled letters.
Solution: Line up the proper
keys with their outlines on
the sheet of paper in order
to see which letters are
important to solving the
clue.
The various letters should
spell out “NOT ME KMH”,
therefore taking Kenneth M.
Harrison oﬀ of the
suspect list.

Clue 2:
Business Card

Hint: If Christopher Allen
was robbed of his clothes
then he can’t be a suspect
anymore! But whose phone
number is that?
Solution: Call the number
on the business card to ﬁnd
out who Jon Phillips is and
then you can cross both
suspects oﬀ the list.

Clue 3:
Puzzle Box

Hint for opening the box:
Two of these corners are not
like the others! Grab the two
corners of the box and pull.
This should reveal a rolled
up clue code.
Hint for the clue code: A
clue inside of a small box
could match up with a clue
somewhere on a bigger box.
Solution: Match the rolled
up code with the cipher on
the bottom of the actual subscription box. Each symbol
is one letter, spelling out
“Michael Wilson is not the
hooded ﬁgure”. Cross him
oﬀ of your suspect list.

Clue 4:

Colour By Numbers

Hint: Even if you don’t
have the exact colours,
you should be able to make
out the diﬀerent shades if
you follow the instructions
carefully.
Solution: The diﬀerent
colours combined and
coloured in correctly should
reveal the innocent suspect
to be Brian D. Sylvia.

Clue 5:
Map Clue
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Solution: The ﬁrst letter
of each street name should
spell out L A R A D A V I D,
allowing you to cross
Lara Davidson oﬀ of your
suspect list.
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Hint: Use the compass
W
and the legend in the top
corners of the map to knowS
where you are in Howling
Creek. You can also use the
number of spaces given in
the instructions to see how
many letters the proper
street name is.

M A P L EGE N

The Wailing Caves

Clue 6:
M.A.C. Wheel
Decoder

Hint: Match the outside
wheel to the inside wheel
and lock the wheel in place
(no spinning required).
Remember: V = N
Solution: The code VYL
BYEE should spell out NOT
BOSS, which means you can
cross Rodolfo L. Boss oﬀ of
the suspect list.

Clue 7a:

Bottled Hair Clue

Hint: There are a few
suspects left but this should
narrow it down to two based
oﬀ of their hair colours.
Solution: By now your
remaining suspects are
Jonathan S. Fisher, Chelsea
Hall, and Matthew Carroll.
The colour of the hair in
the bottle should allow you
to cross Chelsea Hall oﬀ of
your suspect list.

Clue 7b:
Footprint Clue

Hint: Use the clay mold of
the suspect’s footprint and
compare it to the prints you
ﬁnd by matching the red
and blue sheets of paper.
For some extra help, look
at the names for each print
and focus on the remaining
suspects.
Solution: The footprint
mold compared with the
coded sheet of prints should
eliminate Jonathan S.
Fisher from the suspect
list. Now you have only one
suspect left!

SUCCESS!
You did it! The Hooded Figure is Matthew Carroll.
Go to www.mysteryadventureclub.ca/solve and
enter in your answer.
There will be a follow-up ending to Story 1 sent
to you in the mail to explain Matthew Carroll’s
motives and give the
citizens of Howling Creek
some closure. We hope
you enjoyed this story.
Welcome to the Mystery
Adventure Club!
We’d love to know what you
thought of this mystery.
Fill out our thirty-second
survey online to let us
know how we can improve
on future mysteries!

